Local Light-Induced Magnetization Using Nanodots and Chiral Molecules
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ABSTRACT: With the increasing demand for miniaturization, nanostructures are likely to become the primary components of future integrated circuits. Different approaches are being pursued toward achieving efficient electronics, among which are spin electronics devices (spintronics). In principle, the application of spintronics should result in reducing the power consumption of electronic devices. Recently a new, promising, effective approach for spintronics has emerged, using spin selectivity in electron transport through chiral molecules. In this work, using chiral molecules and nanocrystals, we achieve local spin-based magnetization generated optically at ambient temperatures. Through the chiral layer, a spin torque can be transferred without permanent charge transfer from the nanocrystals to a thin ferromagnetic layer, creating local perpendicular magnetization. We used Hall sensor configuration and atomic force microscopy (AFM) to measure the induced local magnetization. At low temperatures, anomalous spin Hall effects were measured using a thin Ni layer. The results may lead to optically controlled spintronics logic devices that will enable low power consumption, high density, and cheap fabrication.
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At lower temperatures, the anomalous Hall effect (AHE) was measured. Applications for using a simple spin-based logic device as well as a local nuclear magnetic resonance chip are discussed.

Experimental Details and Methods. Local probing of the magnetic field was achieved using different Hall sensor configurations as well as local magnetic AFM (MFM) probing. The Hall effect configuration makes it possible to design a device with an output voltage proportional to the local magnetic field. Three different types of Hall sensors with different ferromagnetic layers were utilized in order to reduce potential artifacts (see details in the Supporting Information). In the first sensor, we magnetized a 5 nm thick Ni layer located on top of a shallow P-doped Si layer (shallow 2D-like electron gas) acting as a Hall sensor (Figure 1a). The second Hall sensor type (namely, the standard Si-based sensor), used phosphor diffusion to n-dope Si layer. This sensor’s resistance is smaller and the sensor is more immune to capacity drifts and heating. Lastly, we used a thin 7 nm Ni layer as the Hall conductive layer (Figure 1d). Consequently, the resulting transport in the Ni channel is sensitive to the spin injected into the surface states of the top oxidized layer, which induces spin torque transfer into the Ni channel. This sensor is termed the Ni-based Hall sensor throughout this paper. In all types of Hall sensors, Si- and Ni-based sensors, we used various active areas to which molecules and NCs were adsorbed.

Figure 1. Panels a and d present schematic drawings of the sensors. (a) Schematic cross section of the Si-based sensor. A thin (blue) P-doped Si layer located between two gold (yellow) electrodes. The thin Ni layer is represented in gray and the adsorbed chiral molecules with the InAs NCs on top are shown in red. (b) Optical microscopy top-view image of the Si-based sensor. The conducting channel is along the X-axis and the Hall voltage is measured along the Y-axis. The sensors’ active adsorption windows are presented in gray. (c) SEM image of highly dense $10^{12}$ NCs/cm$^2$ CdSe NCs (5 nm diameter) adsorbed on a SAM of AHPA-L molecules attached to the Ni surface. (d) Scheme of the Ni-based device where no effective adsorption areas were used. This device is much simpler to design and needs only 3 fabrication steps. (e) Normalized absorption spectrum of the CdSe and InAs NCs. (f) Illustration of the spin torque transfer mechanism. When the NCs are excited, charges oscillate between the NCs and the Ni surface, passing through the chiral molecules. Owing to the CISS effect, mostly electrons with spin of one type are injected into the Ni layer. The electrons with opposite spins are transferred back in the opposite direction. Both effects together generate spin torque transfer with no charge transport. Exciting light in the right direction of circular polarization can enhance the torque transfer.
In order to obtain highly stable localized magnetization, a thin Co-based epitaxial sample was used, namely a Co-based sample. As was already shown in recent papers for Au/Co/Au configuration, a Co layer of 15 Å thickness shows perpendicular magnetization anisotropy with stable, high remanence state.\textsuperscript{19,20} This stable remnant magnetization enabled the usage of a light mask and thus locally excited the sample followed by mapping of the magnetization with MFM.

We have recently shown that the AHPA-L molecules sustain their chiral structure with Al\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{3} on top.\textsuperscript{13} The 5 nm Ni thickness was selected in order to achieve maximal perpendicular magnetization. It was previously shown that in a thin Ni layer the Ni film breaks into domains, allowing perpendicular magnetization.\textsuperscript{21} The 7 nm Ni sample’s magnetization was less stable at RT, unlike the 5 nm Ni sample. The reduced thickness helped the 5 nm sample to achieve a more stable magnetic domain structure at RT.

On top of the thin Ni layer, in all devices, an organic α helix L-polyalanine (AHPA-L) and InAs (CdSe) NCs were adsorbed after several steps. First, the devices were left in absolute ethanol for 20 min; thereafter they were immersed into a 1 mMol ethanol solution of the organic molecule for 3 h. This procedure allows the self-assembled monolayer (SAM) to form a homogeneous, closely packed single layer of molecules. The excess of the organic molecules are removed from the surface by washing the sample with ethanol several times before the samples are dried under nitrogen. Lastly, NCs are attached to the organic layer. For both types of Si-based Hall sensors configuration experiment, we used InAs NCs with an average size of 5 nm in diameter with an emission peak at 1200 nm. For the Ni-based Hall device, we used core CdSe NCs with an emission peak at 610 nm. Figure 1c shows a scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image with the CdSe NCs’ adsorption on top of the AHPA-L molecules. The CdSe NCs were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich Co. LLC. The InAs NCs were synthesized in trioctylphosphine using InCl\textsubscript{3} and TMS\textsubscript{3} as precursors, according to the procedure described elsewhere, and they subsequently underwent a size-selection process.\textsuperscript{22} Figure 1e shows an absorption spectrum for the InAs and CdSe NCs.

Figure 1a shows a cross section of the shallow Si-based detectors’ active area and contacts. Figure 1b shows a top view image of the shallow Si-based sensor, where the conducting channel is along the X-axis and the Hall voltage is measured along the Y-axis. Here the thin P-doped Si layer conducts between two gold electrodes. Unlike the Ni-based sensor, in both Si-based sensors the Ni layer does not conduct. The energy gap of the InAs NCs (Figure 1e) was chosen to be 1 eV, which is smaller than the smallest gap of the Si channel structure (1.16 eV for bulk Si at RT). Consequently, we can excite the NCs with minimal influence on the Si channel. Previous works show that the NCs’ spectra change significantly when self-assembled on a device.\textsuperscript{23} Figure 1d shows a scheme of the Ni-based device where no effective adsorption areas were used. This device is much simpler to design and needs only three principal fabrication steps (see Supporting Information Methods).

Both Si-based devices were covered with an Al\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{3} passivation layer. We have recently shown that the AHPA-L molecules sustain their chiral structure with Al\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{3} on top.\textsuperscript{13} This procedure was done in order to prevent Ni oxidation. Furthermore, stable magnetization at RT was achieved in these devices; therefore the additional capping layer enabled all measurements of these devices to be conducted under ambient conditions. The resistance of these devices did not change before and after the Ni evaporation. The Ni-based device was measured at lower temperatures using a closed loop Oxford spectromagPT system. The Oxford spectromagPT system was also used to induce magnetic fields ranging from 0 to 0.7 T. The optical set up was simple and the samples were illuminated through the Crystalline Quartz window of the spectromagPT system.

Figure 2 illustrates the optical setup. To optically excite the NCs, two types of lasers were used: a diode-pumped solid-state continuous-wave (DPSS CW) 1064 nm laser with max power of 150 mW on the sample area (Si-based sensors) and a DPSS CW 532 nm laser with max power of 10 mW on the sample area (Ni-based sensor and Co-based sample). The right/left circular polarization illumination (RCP/LCP) for both Hall configurations was achieved using a linear polarizer in the optical path (45° or 315°, accordingly) followed by a quarter wave plate. The ensuing laser intensity was monitored by splitting the signal between an intensity detector and the Hall sensor sample. A simple mechanical shutter was placed along the optical path to compare light and dark measurements.
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The absolute response was calculated by subtracting the offset from the RCP (LCP) Hall resistance response normalized by the total. In order to exclude heating effects, most measurements were done using different laser powers in a differential mode, comparing between the responses of different polarizations with the same total power. The differential mode also helps to reduce directed response related to the Si sensors.

The Co-based sample was illuminated for 5 min through an optical transmittance mask that was attached mechanically to the sample. In this sample, the magnetization was expected to be stable long enough to be measured and was mapped using MFM. This measurement showed a highly localized magnetic response (see Results and Discussion).

It was previously shown that when a monolayer of organic molecules and NCs are coupled to a shallow field effect transistor, it is possible to measure charges that accumulate on the surface states of the transistor as a result of charge transfer from the optically excited NCs. The accumulated charges change the electrochemical potential and therefore, they can be measured as a change in the current of the transistor. This yields a variation in the electrostatic potential between the NC’s layer and the semiconductor transistor channel underneath, thereby acting as a light-controlled gate. The change in the transistor current is therefore correlated to the NC’s coverage and the efficiency of the charge transfer. In this work, we used similar devices and mechanisms for measuring spin transfer.

The main difference is the simultaneous measurement of both the Hall resistance, \( \rho_{xy} \), and the longitudinal resistance, \( \rho_{xx} \), since charge transfer occurs via chiral linkers that act as spin filters. The excited electrons oscillate between the NCs and the Ni. Owing to the CISS effect, one type of spin is primarily transferred to the Ni, whereas the opposite spin is reflected back to the NCs inducing spin torque transfer. Consequently, mostly one kind of spin is accumulated on the surface of the sensor in the active adsorption area, creating an effective magnetic field that can be measured by the Hall voltage.

Most Hall sensors have a small offset showing nonzero Hall voltage under dark conditions. We ascribe this small offset to the small asymmetry in the current contacts. In some cases, owing to the Schottky and asymmetric gating effects described above, the offset was changed under illumination. To correct for the offset difference, for each sensor and illumination intensity we took three measurements. We measured the resistance tensor using two circular polarizations and a linear polarization. When only the linear polarization was used, we excited both types of spins at the same ratio and therefore, the spin-related effects are smaller.

If the linker molecules do not have spin selectivity properties, then the linear polarization excitation should result in zero magnetization. The RCP and LCP magnetization should be small and opposite in sign due to the single type of spin excitation in the NCs. However, things are more complicated in the chiral spin filtering case. Here a real nonsymmetric spin torque transfer to the Ni layer is created. In order to evaluate the absolute response manifested as polarized charge transfer in the chiral layer, we used the following concept. In our system, RCP is favored by molecular chirality. Therefore, we denote the unfavorable LCP as \(-1\), which is proportional to the measured Hall voltage with an offset factor, whereas the RCP Hall voltage response is proportional to \(+a\) \((a \text{ is a number larger or equal to } 1)\) with the same offset factor. This yields an absolute relation of \(1:a\) between the LCP and RCP responses. The linear polarization-associated Hall voltage is therefore proportional to \(0.5(\alpha - 1)\) with the same offset. The random offset is the offset of the device under the measured illumination intensity without the spin transport factor. As mentioned above, a small offset is usually introduced to the system due to some asymmetry in the current density. In this case, by using the three magnetization measurements with a linear fit one can calculate the constant offset value and the magnetization ratio.

Results. Figure 3 presents the absolute Hall response for light of two circular polarization directions in the shallow Si-based sensor. All measurements were performed under similar ambient conditions and at RT. In both the right circular polarization (black line) and the left circular polarization (red line) the signal under illumination is compared to the dark signal (alternating every nearly 60 s as dark–light–dark–light). The inset shows a comparison between the response with and without the InAs NCs. Large magnetization under illumination is achieved only with the NCs.

The Hall coefficient in this case can be evaluated from the density of holes in the channel and the magnetization achieved in the steady state is estimated to be 120 G (see the Discussion). The difference between light and dark conditions is repeatable and therefore, noise could be averaged out using the AC measurements. The inset in Figure 3 compares the response for samples with and without the InAs NCs. Large magnetization under illumination is achieved only with the NCs. Without the creation of excitons in the NCs, only a small magnetization effect is measured. The small response obtained for samples without the NCs might be attributed to the recently discovered spin interference effects. In order to show the locality of this method, we have fabricated devices with two window sizes: 700 μm × 80 μm and 800 μm × 130 μm and illuminated...
Figure 4. Standard Si-based Hall effect sensor measurements at RT (296 K). (a) Comparison between Hall measurements with InAs NCs linked to chiral AHPA-L molecules and achiral (2-methylene-1,3-propanediyl)bis(trichlorosilane) (disilane) molecules under RCP and LCP illumination. Upper inset: \( \Delta R_{xx} \) response to illumination of RCP minus linear versus LCP minus linear polarizations of the disilane-prepared sample. Lower inset: \( \Delta R_{xy} \) response to illumination of RCP minus linear polarizations of the disilane sample compared with the AHPA-L sample. (b) The Si sensors for Hall voltage calibration measurements for the perpendicular (+H) and antiperpendicular (−H) external magnetic field. Inset: RCP minus LCP absolute response under different external magnetic fields that magnetize the Ni layer. When the Ni is magnetized the optical magnetization is less pronounced. Light-induced magnetic field saturation value of \( \sim 280 \text{G} \) is marked in blue.

Figure 5. (a) The relative \( \Delta \rho_{xy} \) (RCP − LCP) component at different temperatures. Inset: A logarithmic plot of the relations between \( \rho_{xx} \) and \( \rho_{xy} \) as a function of temperature (the lowest is on the left-hand side) produces a power scale \( \rho_{xy}^\beta \) with \( 1 < \beta < 2 \). (b) A reference measurement replacing the chiral layer with achiral 3-mercaptopropyl-trimethoxysilan (MPS) molecules. With MPS no measured difference is seen in the \( \Delta \rho_{xy} \) (RCP − LCP), as compared with the large difference measured at 50 K for the chiral layer.

The sample with a spot wider than the active adsorption area size. The total magnetization is similar for both cases. In this sense, using selective adsorption\(^{15}\) to achieve smaller active area sizes means that the locality of the magnetization induced under illumination and under ambient conditions could be improved. In principle, with selective adsorption for different windows different right or left chiral molecules can be adsorbed, thus creating opposite magnetization under the same unpolarized light illumination.

Figure 4 shows the Hall voltage response using two types of linking molecules covalently bonded on the Ni layer in the standard Si-based sensors. In this case, we used the same sensors and NCs but replaced the chiral AHPA-L molecules with achiral (2-methylene-1,3-propanediyl)bis(trichlorosilane) (di-silane) molecules. The absolute ratio between the RCP and LCP Hall voltage responses for the two molecules is presented in Figure 4a. As expected for the achiral molecules, a small response is achieved that is symmetric for the two polarizations. This is due to the small magnetization induced by exciting one kind of spins in the NCs. The upper inset in Figure 4a shows the two opposite signals measured for the di Silane molecules. The total response of the di Silane is much smaller than the chiral AHPA-L linker’s response (Figure 4a bottom inset) because the disilane molecules do not have the spin torque mechanism that exists in the chiral molecules. Figure 4b presents a calibration measurement of the Hall voltage for different directions of external perpendicular magnetic field. This measurement shows that the local light-induced magnetization intensity is around 200G. The inset shows the RCP minus LCP absolute response decay as a function of the external magnetic field. The difference between the response of RCP and LCP decreases with increasing external field. The light-induced saturation magnetic field of \( \sim 280 \text{G} \) is marked (see the Discussion).

The Ni-based sensor is a flexible and simpler structure that can be used with a more adaptable choice of NCs. Here only evaporation and lift off are needed and there is no need to choose NCs with a gap smaller than the band gap in the Si structure. Another important advantage of this configuration is that it opens the way to connecting logic structures in series. Figure 5a shows the relative \( \rho_{xy} \) component at different temperatures. As can be clearly seen the Hall voltage response increases with temperature. The small signal measured at 1.5K could result from the small AHE in ferromagnetic materials expected at low temperatures.\(^{28,29}\) At these temperatures, for ferromagnetic films the spin scattering is small and therefore the effective Hall coefficient is small. This result is expected from AHE-predicted behavior. Increasing the temperatures...
while measuring the light versus dark Hall voltage, results in $\Delta \rho_{\text{xy}}$ (RCP – LCP) value enhancement. This is true until the Ni demagnetization effect becomes strong. Note the large increase in the asymmetry factor when temperature changes from 1.5 K to 50 K, as compared with the smaller increase for a 50 K to 225 K temperature change. In the inset of Figure 5a, the connection between $\rho_{\text{xy}}$ and $\rho_{\text{xx}}^{\text{CISS}}$ is measured for different temperatures. The logarithmic scale fit yields $1 < \beta < 2$, as was previously observed. Figure 5b presents a reference measurement that replaces the chiral layer with achiral 3-mercapto-propyl-trimethoxysilan (MPS) molecules. In this case, no measurable difference is seen in the $\Delta \rho_{\text{xy}}$ (RCP – LCP), as compared with the large difference measured at 50 K for the chiral layer.

The local active adsorption areas can obviously create a limited Hall voltage readout that scales down with decreasing size. Therefore, to demonstrate high locality, we used MFM technique. CdSe NCs were linked to AHPA-L molecules that were adsorbed onto a 5 nm thick Au layer located on top of a 1.5 nm thin Co layer. The Co-based sample, where magnetization is stable for long time periods, was grown using a MBE technique.19,20 The epitaxial-grown sample's roughness is very small (Figure 6e). By RCP light excitation through a simple mask, a RT-induced magnetic phase was seen. Using a scanning probe microscope (Dimension 3100 Nanoscope V) mounted with an AFM magnetic tip, we could map the magnetic field along the Co sample. Figure 6a,c displays average roughness topography of ~1.5 nm, although 5 nm NCs were used. This is attributed to the 40 nm magnetic tip that cannot provide topographic resolution on a NC scale for high density of NCs. The MFM technique used a lift mode which combines a topographic image with a magnetic phase image simultaneously. Figure 6 shows the topographic and magnetic measurements of the illuminated area in a sample with molecules and NCs (Figure 6a,b), the dark area in an illuminated sample with molecules and NCs (Figure 6c,d), and an illuminated sample without the NCs (Figure 6e,f).

Discussion. The devices presented here are based on the chiral-induced spin-selectivity effect (CISS).31 It is clear that the spin filtering of the organic layer is the source of the local magnetization effect and that the NCs are essential for achieving substantial magnetization. The NCs's relevant spin coherence time, $T_1$, at ambient temperatures is longer than 100 ps,32,33 more than an order of magnitude larger than transport times through the organic chiral molecules.34,35 The radiative lifetime is in the order of nanoseconds in these systems. Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that the excited state of the spin does not change dramatically before charge transfer occurs. In this case, changes in the Hall voltage between diffracted polarization excitations predominantly originate from the overlap between the excited state and the spin filtering direction. Consequently, an expected magnetization is also probable for nonpolarized light where the excited spin is random, similarly to the linear polarization effect.

In the shallow Si-based sensor, a 4-fold response difference was measured between RCP and LCP light-stimulated polarizations (Figure 3). This ratio was measured in previous works and suggests that a strong spin filtering effect of the AHPA-L chiral molecules exists. In the standard Si-based sensor, a 2-fold difference was measured. We do not fully understand the origin of the smaller selectivity; nevertheless, in both cases the covalently bonded AHPA-L molecules serve as spin torque injectors. Figure 4b inset results provide evidence that the light effect is to induce magnetization in the Ni layer. The difference between the RCP and LCP response decays when we magnetize the Ni layer using an external magnetic field. When the Ni magnetization saturates around 300G, the CISS magnetization cannot be distinguished.

The NCs are excited by the illumination and charges that pass through the chiral layer toward the surface and back to the NCs. The charges’ magnetic momentum is aligned parallel or antiparallel to the molecular major axis (perpendicular to the linked channel surface), according to the chiral asymmetry properties of the molecules. When electrons pass between the NCs and the Ni, due to the presence of the chiral potential, one type of spin is primarily transferred to the Ni, whereas the opposite spin is transferred back to the NCs. Therefore, each charge oscillating between the surface and the NCs enhances the Ni magnetization in both directions of the current. In other words, even without charging the surface, the oscillating charges pass a spin torque to the Ni (Figure 1f). One spin orientation is injected into the Ni whereas the opposite is transferred in the opposite direction, generating a spin torque transfer.

For thin ferromagnetic films (~5 nm Ni and 1.5 nm Co) the lateral critical current density for switching is around 10$^9$ A/cm$^2$.36,37 Switching gradually the magnetic field by driving magnetic domain walls needs lower critical currents; however, the classical geometries where the current is injected in the plane of the magnetic layers suffer from poor efficiencies for
Our suggested optical CISS spin torque device is inherently a vertical spin transfer device. Excited electrons can oscillate at a rate of $10^{10}$ Hz between the ferromagnetic surface state and the NCs transferring a spin torque each oscillating period with current density in one direction of around $10^{10}$ A/NC for each NC. The self-assembled monolayer NCs density is around 10$^{12}$ NCS/cm$^2$. Therefore, our vertical spin torque current density is around $10^3$ A/cm$^2$ which is in the ballpark of existing devices.

Because the Ni demagnetization time is more than 10 orders of magnitude larger than the NCs' demagnetization time, only the NCs' demagnetization time plays a role in the magnetization process. With radiative time of nanoseconds and the high quantum efficiency of the light absorption, more than 10$^5$ electron spin transfers take place every second. Improved performance may readily be achieved by NCs and molecular length optimization. For the NCs, it is preferable to have a T1 that is short enough (much shorter than the Ni demagnetization time) but longer than the transport time through the chiral molecules. The chiral molecules would benefit from being long, thus enhancing the spin filtering effect. None-theless, long chiral molecules will require longer transport time. Consequently, the magnetization will reach saturation at a certain light power level for each system, depending on the different time scales. In addition, the thin Ni layer magnetization could saturate at several tens to a few hundreds Gauss range at RT.$^{41,42}$ Indeed, when adding 20% to the of the exciting laser power yielded no change in the measured Hall voltage due to spin. The 5 nm ferromagnetic Ni layer was chosen in order to achieve RT magnetization in thin layers.$^{43}$ The conducting Ni layer (7 nm) could enable the use of the Ni voltage due to spin. The 5 nm ferromagnetic Ni layer was predicted as well. At higher temperatures, the AHE spin slow spin accumulation. In this region small changes in characteristics, as expected for thin ferromagnetic layers.

This ferromagnetic Ni-based device also exhibits AHE characteristics, as expected for thin ferromagnetic layers. According to the AHE studies, the impurities scattering are mostly dominant in the sub-4 K regime, which could result in slow spin accumulation. In this region small changes in $\rho_{xy}$ are predicted as well. At higher temperatures, the AHE spin asymmetry mechanisms are stronger (Figure S) and they include intrinsic, skew scattering, and side-jump contributions. The influence of each of these mechanisms at different temperatures on the AHE is still controversial and is sample specific.$^{44-48}$ The inset in Figure 5a shows the empirical power law $\rho_{xy} \propto \beta^2$, measured for thin ferromagnetic layers at the AHE regime. The linear fitting of a logarithmic scale yielded $1 < \beta < 2$, which is in good agreement with theoretical and experimental studies.$^{30,34,49}$ These results are the hallmark of the AHE and thus, they provide an indication of the magnetization caused by the ferromagnetic layer. They suggest that a local magnetic field was induced using optical gating without the traditional use of an external magnetic field.

Using the Drude model, the RT 5 nm Ni magnetization of the shallow Si-based sensor can be evaluated. For the Si device the magnetic field is related to the classical Hall coefficient by the following approximation $|B_j| = |(nE_y) / j_x|$, where $n$ is the density of charge carriers, $e$ is the electron charge, $E_y$ is the electric field, $B$ is the magnetic field, and $j_x$ is the current density. For this device $n \approx 10^{24} \text{e/m}^3$, $E_y \approx 125 \text{V/m}$, and $j_x \approx 1.6 \times 10^8 \text{A/m}^2$, corresponding to a magnetic field of $\sim 120\text{G}$. In the standard Si-based device, the Hall response was also calibrated. Using the linear relation $|V_{xy}/B_y| = |(I_{xx}/n_e)| \approx 2 \times 10^{-5} \text{V/T}$ (as seen in Figure 4b), where $I_{xx} = 10 \text{mA}$ is the current in the x-direction, $t \approx 250 \text{nm}$ is the conducting layer thickness, and $e$ is electron charge; the electron density is approximately $n \approx 10^{24} \text{e/m}^3$, which is in good agreement with the expected value for a doping and diffusion processes of a 460 solid source with a saturated solubility concentration of $n \approx 5 \times 10^{26} \text{e/m}^3$. Applying a calibration Hall coefficient value to the measured $V_{xy}(\text{RCP – Linear}) \approx 7 \times 10^{-6} \text{V}$ yields $B_y \approx 280$G; this corresponds very well to the shallow Si sensors' results and the estimated value for the possible induced magnetic field for thin Ni layers. Figure 6 shows a highly localized magnetization. By illuminating locally down to the minimal optical resolution scale, we can magnetize local optical memory.

Lastly, control over the demagnetization time could be used as a tool to produce strong local magnetization pulses that may be relevant for nuclear magnetic resonance or for designing EPR chips. In this case, the Ni channel could be magnetized in a parallel direction and a pulse of light should create the perpendicular spin torque.

**Summary.** The above results show that the surface Hall sensor configuration is optimal for measuring spin transfer. The thin ferromagnetic layer on top of the active area of the Hall sensor can be magnetized by transferring spin torque from the NCs through the organic layers, thus creating perpendicular magnetization. Using a chiral layer and selective adsorption, optically induced local magnetization could be achieved in a designed pattern at ambient temperatures. Thus, optically induced local magnetization without the traditional use of an external magnet was achieved. Future applications could be highly localized nanometric spintronic 3D logic devices that enable low power consumption, high data storage density, and cheap fabrication of optically controlled logic units.
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